Module Two: Mayange Village Cluster

Lesson One:
We Are the Bosses - 45 Minutes

EXCERPTED ARTICLES FROM THE UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS

Article 2: Everyone can claim the following rights, despite

- a different sex
- a different skin color
- speaking a different language
- thinking different things
- believing in another religion
- owning more or less
- being born in another social group
- coming from another country.

Article 23: You have the right to work, to be free to choose your work, and to get a salary that allows you to live and support your family. If a man and a woman do the same work, they should get the same pay. All people who work have the right to join together to defend their interests.

Article 29: You have duties towards the community within which your personality can fully develop. The law should guarantee human rights. It should allow everyone to respect others and to be respected.

OVERVIEW

In this lesson, students will gain foundational knowledge about the 1994 genocide in Rwanda. They will learn about the different focuses of the Millennium Villages Project in Mayange and learn about the women in the basket-weaving cooperative who have chosen to work together and support each other, regardless of their different ethnic backgrounds. Students will watch and analyze the film We Are the Bosses, which is about women’s empowerment and community organizing in Mayange.

Note to Teacher: If you would like curriculum specifically about genocide, please contact Generation Human Rights.

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

- Is it possible for a community to work together across different ethnicities after a genocide?
- Why is it important to empower women to become leaders in their communities?
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LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students will be able to:

- Articulate the definition of genocide
- Locate Rwanda and the Mayange village cluster on the Mayange Village Cluster digital map
- Work in partners to identify which sustainability target areas the Millennium Villages Project aimed to achieve
- Investigate and discuss how the women of Mayange became entrepreneurs and the impact this had on the community
- Recognize the positive impact girls and women in Mayange have when they are empowered with education and assume leadership roles

COMMON CORE STATE STANDARDS
- CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.9-10.4
- CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.9-10.7
- CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.SL.1
- CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.SL.2

MVP GLOSSARY
- Genocide: the deliberate killing of a large group of people, especially those of a particular ethnic group or nation.
- Reconciliation after genocide: the process of resolving differences between community members with the intention to live peacefully together after experiencing extreme violence. The process may include the act of forgiveness.
- Resiliency: the capacity to recover quickly from difficulties; toughness.
- Entrepreneur: one who organizes, manages, and assumes the risks of a business or enterprise.

MATERIALS FOR INSTRUCTOR
- Mayange Village Cluster digital map
- We Are the Bosses film
- MVP Target Areas for Sustainability Chart filled in

MATERIALS FOR STUDENTS
- MVP Journals
- MVP Target Areas for Sustainability Chart
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I. INTRODUCTION TO RWANDA AND THE MAYANGE VILLAGE CLUSTER (8 - 10 MIN.)
Introduce Rwanda and the Mayange village cluster with the Mayange Village Cluster digital map.

II. WE ARE THE BOSSES FILM (9 MIN.)
Prior to watching the film, take time to go over the new vocabulary on the MVP Glossary Board.

III. QUICK MVP JOURNAL WRITING ACTIVITY (5 MIN.)
Ask students to take out their MVP Journals to reflect and write about what they have just seen and heard in the film. They can include any questions they hope to answer as the program continues. Remind them that their MVP Journals are for their private reflections, and although they will be asked to verbally share some of the reflections they have written, the teacher will not read the journals.

IV. FILM DISCUSSION (5 MIN.)
Class discussion entry-point questions can include:

- What are some examples in the film of female empowerment?
- What positive outcomes can you identify from the basket-weaving cooperative?
- What do you feel is the importance of reconciliation after the Rwandan genocide?

V. MILLENNIUM VILLAGES PROJECT TARGET AREAS FOR SUSTAINABILITY CHART (8 MIN.)
Note to Teacher: Refer to your filled-in chart to guide students.

Have students partner and fill in the MVP Target Areas for Sustainability Chart based on what they have learned from the film.

Entry-point questions can include:

- Why did the MVP want to encourage women to take on leadership roles?
  Target answer: Studies revealed men spend money on themselves while women invest in their families.

- What actions did the Project take to empower the women of the village?
  Target answer: MVP offered loans and training, so women were able to start their own businesses such as raising crops and livestock.

- What do you think of the women in the cooperative who have chosen to work together, regardless of differences in their ethnic backgrounds?
  Target answer: They were able to overcome their personal biases, if they had them, to come together to improve the quality of life for all of their families.

VI. HOMEWORK
Ask students to identify at least two programs in their community that specifically support girls and women.

Note to Teachers: Examples may include Girls Coding, Girls STEM programs, Girl Scouts.